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 Al Bahr Al Ahmar International School 

Final Term May 2017 

Geography             Grade 4               Revision Sheet 

1. Which is the largest city in Netherland ? 

a) Brussels 

b) Rotterdam 

c) Amsterdam                                     

 

2. One of the  world largest port is found in  

a) France  

b) Netherland 

c) Rotterdam 

 

3. Which of  these counties that border Netherland  

a) America 

b) Saudi Arabia  

c) Belgium 

 

4. Which sea that flows into Netherland? 

a) North Sea  

b) Ocean  

c) Red Sea 
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5. What is the meaning of channel? 

 

a) A groove or passage along which water flow.  

b) A passage which motor pass.  

c) A passage along a road. 

 

6. What is the meaning of Barges? 

a) Goods caring people  

b) A type of boat that carries  goods on a river or canal 

c) A type of place people live 

 

    A)      Fill in the blank with the following 

1. Air that warmed is lighter than Surrounding air. 

2. The wind blows because cold air Moves to replace the warmer air has risen. 

3. The scientist instrument for measuring wind speed is  Anemometer . 

4. What is hurricane wind? They are strong winds all over the world . 

5. Hurricanes are most common in hot places such as tropics . 

6. When the wind speed reaches 120kph the storm is called Hurricane . 

7. What is a Tornado? A Tornado is small extremely power whirl wind . 

8. If a Tornadoes is formed over a lake or the sea is called? Water spout . 
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B.) Circle  the correct answer. 

1-  The most faster and violent wind is_____ 

 a)  Hurricane       b)Tornadoes         c)Light . 

     2- Which of these winds occur in small groups? 

a) Humid air        b) Hurricane         c)Tornadoes . 

     3-    Tornadoes are common in which part of the world? 

a) American        b)United state      c) Saudi Arabia . 

     4-   If a tornado is formed over a lake or sea is called   

a)a wind             b)waterspout        c) air . 

5-  How can we tell which way the wind is blowing ? 

a) By looking at weather vane       b)By looking at the wind         c)  By seeing the air 

6-  The scientific  instrument for measuring wind speed is called   

a)Anemometer                              b) Wind vain                            c)  Aircraft . 

        7-    The most prevailing wind in Britain is  

a)Rain                                   b)Weather                                    c) Westerly . 

 

        8-    Where can we have sea breeze? 

a)in a Lake                              b)in an Ocean                                        c)in a Beach . 
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        9-    The wind is one kind of 

Thunder , Desert storm , Renewable energy . 

 

 

  C.)      Answer Yes or No 

         i)  Does hurricane destroy building and bridges? Yes│NO 

       ii)   Does  hurricanes kill thousands of people in central American? Yes │  No 

       iii)  In Honduras 17million were affected by flooding and landslide?Yes │ No  

     iv)   Is a hurricane wind a strong wind?  Yes  І No 

      v)   Does wind  move from one place to another? Yes│ No 

 

E.) Fill in the blank with the suitable word 

1. Until  the   1950 big  ships  called  OCEAN LINERS were  important  for the long  

distanceTRANSPORT   of    people . 

 

2. The ships  were  used  to  carry   PEOPLE and  CARGOES. 

 

3.   The  enormous   number     of   DOCK    workers   were   needed  to  LOAD 

 

and UNLOAD    ships  .   
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4.         The Felixstowe  port   handles    more  than2MILLION      containers   a   

year .  . 

 

    5.   Some   of   the   ships  that   visit  Felixstowe   can   carry   4000  containers. 

 

  F)   Fill in the blank with the correct  word 

1.) Dover  is  situated at   ENGLAND   closest   point   to  mainland Europe .            

 

2.)   Its ruined  tower  still  stands  on  the  CLIFF  above  the town . 

 

3.) Although  the  town   is  on  a  small    BAY   its  harbour   is  artificial  .. 

 

4.) In  the  12 CENTURY  a  large   and  power  castle  was  built  to  guard   it . 

 

5.) London  is  just  125KM  away   by  two  MOTOR WAYS  ,  the  M2    and   M20. 

 

6.) Passenger  and   VEHICLE cross  the channel   from  Dover  can  quickly  and  

easily  make  their    way  to  all    PART OF  EUROPE 

7.) Noise  and  exhausted  fumes  are  POLLUTING   the   ENVIROMENT  and  

VIBRATION   caused   by   heavy  lorries    are   damaging buildings.  .. 
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E)     Choose the correct answer. 

          1. The ships were used to carry………………. 

          a) people and fish            b)cargoes              c)people and cargoes 

          2. The port handles …………………containers .  

a)2 million               b) 2 thousands          c) 1 million. 

 

 

c) Some of the ships that  visit Felixstowe can carry …………. containers? 

a)4000              b) 1000                      c)  400 . 

 

d)  Dover is situated in ……………………………. 

a) Europe            b) England            c)  mainland. 

e) Rotterdam is found in ……………………. 

a)Netherland           b) Asia              c) Belgium. 

f) Netherland is closed  to ………………………….. 

a)Belgium               b) Saudi Arabia       c) Europe . 

  

 

       


